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In my scholarship, I examine various dimensions of literacy and illiteracy, as they are 
popularly conceived. From a book prospectus:  

Americans have long made a great show of their disdain for illiteracy. Yet for just 
as long they have nurtured secret affection for literacy crises. And why not? 
Since the late nineteenth century, fighting illiteracy has given rise to a sense of 
common purpose, for few Americans would dare question the assertion that 
literacy is an unalloyed good and that illiteracy is unambiguously bad. Oddly, 
though, Americans have yet to embrace the resolution of a literacy crisis, a 
decisive triumph over illiteracy. Truth is, history shows that trumpeting 
illiteracy’s rise can be quite beneficial, whereas heralding its demise yields but 
few returns. Manufacturing Illiteracy in the United States explains why. In doing 
so, the book describes the many costs associated with fabricating the illiteracy 
needed to sustain a literacy crisis. Further, it documents how these costs have 
been borne disproportionately by certain populations in the U.S., especially 
those living distant from the metropolitan centers in which consumption of print 
is concentrated. 

Helpful to this project has been Kenneth Burke’s theorizing of identity and division. 
Consider the following, from the introduction to “The Work of Illiteracy in the Rhetorical 
Curriculum” (2012): 

If literacy arises as a performed—and thus a rhetorical—response to demands 
that we inhabit culturally sanctioned identities, does it follow that illiteracy is 
merely the aftereffect of refusing such identities? Or is it something more? In 
this article, I argue that illiteracy, no less than literacy, is an inevitable product of 
the rhetorical curriculum that teaches us to be the ‘symbol-using animal[s]’ that 
we are (Burke 1966: 3-9). This claim about illiteracy may seem counterintuitive, 
for it is commonplace to figure illiteracy as a barrier to making progress through 
the rhetorical curriculum, not as one of the curriculum’s expected outcomes. But 
when illiteracy is taken as an expected outcome, we are led to imagine a 
rhetorical ecology in which illiteracy—or, more precisely, the idea of illiteracy—is 
essential to motivating identification (Burke 1969 [1950]) with literacy, 
illiteracy’s supposed opposite. I ground my argument in the study of fictional 
literacy narratives (Eldred and Mortensen 1992, Verdoodt, Rutten, Soetaert and 
Mottart 2010) that have been produced in English for consumption by mass 
audiences in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. I do so because such 
narratives afford the possibility of looking at dimensions of the rhetorical 



curriculum that flourish outside of formal academic institutions—outside, where 
the cultural production of illiteracy is sustained and ubiquitous 

But to what extent can Burke help us form a critical understanding of the material 
consequences of a rhetoric of literacy and illiteracy? To answer this question, I begin by 
following Debbie Hawhee’s advice: she argues that it is “incumbent upon Burke scholars 
to take seriously Burke’s terms and turns and look into their conditions of emergence” 
(“Burke on Drugs,” Rhetoric Society Quarterly 34.1 [2004]: 5). The readings listed below 
should help us think together about the question I’ve posed: 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Literature as an Equipment for Living.” Direction 1 (April 1938): 10-
13. [burke-1938-literature.pdf, read] 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Waste—The Future of Prosperity.” The New Republic Anthology, 
1915-1935. Ed. Groff Conklin. New York: Dodge, 1936. 330-337. [Originally published 
in The New Republic on 16 July 1930.] [burke-1930-waste-tnr.pdf, read] 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Waste—The Future of Prosperity.” The Reader’s Digest October 
1930: 481-483. [burke-1930-waste-rd.pdf, read] 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Waste—The Future of Prosperity.” Essays in Contemporary 
Civilization. Ed. C. W. Thomas. New York: Macmillan, 1931. [burke-1930-waste-
textbook.pdf, skim] 

• Flit advertisements [flit-ads-geisel.pdf, skim] 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Linguistic Approach to Problems of Education.” Modern 
Philosophies and Education: The Fifty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education. Part I. Ed. Nelson B. Henry. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1955. 259-303. [burke-1955-linguistic-approaches.pdf, skim] 

• Business Week covers, 5 May 1956 (“Selling to an Age of Plenty”) and 16 June 1956 
(“For Americans Today—Money Is to Spend”). [business-week-1956-covers.pdf, 
skim] 

• Burke, Kenneth. “Recipe for Prosperity: ‘Borrow. Buy. Waste. Want.’” The Nation 8 
September 1956: 191-193. [burke-1956-recipe.pdf, read] 

• Ghent University. “Rhetoric as Equipment for Living: Kenneth Burke, Culture and 
Education.” Conference, 22-25 May 2013. [ghent-2013.pdf, read] 


